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"Metacognition!
What's That?
A Disease?"
by Theresa Catalina

Indeed many educators have
made fun of the term "metacognition"
and all the other "meta" words that are
sprinkled throughout the literature.
Current research indicates that the
inability to apply metacognitive skills
results in poor reading comprehension.
These insights are enabling teachers to
incorporate direct instruction of
metacognitive strategies for their
students.
What is it?
Metacognition refers to the knowledge and control which readers have
over their own thinking and learning
(Brown, 1980). Good readers monitor
and naturally apply strategic
interventions in the comprehension
process as they read. Poor readers do
not apply appropriate strategies or are
probably not even aware that they are
not comprehending. They get caught up
in the task of coping with the print and
never get around to realizing that they
do not understand what they are
reading. Therefore, reading instruction
becomes an exercise in futility.
The Kenny Rogers song "The
Gambler" laments "You have to know
when to hold them, know when to fold them,
and know when to walk away". To be a
successful poker player, it takes more
than knowing all the rules of the game.
To be a successful reader, it takes more
than phonics and sequential skills
instruction (Pearson, IRA, Philadelphia,

1986). A master poker player acquires a
card sense which helps him monitor
each game. In order to become a good
poker player it takes practice, along
with the guided help of a skilled player.
One of the best methods to improve in
any game or sport is to play with
players that are more proficient at the
game than you are. These examples are
analogous to acquiring metacognitive
and active processing skills. Expert
teachers coach students with models
that demonstrate metacognitive
strategies. These stimulate processing
skills which lead to monitoring and
active intervention, allowing better
comprehension. At this point you may
be wondering, "What is involved in the
rules of this game call metacognition?"
Before a reader can pay attention
to what he is reading, he must have
acquired a level of fluency beyond basic
decoding. Previously we have used the
term fluency to refer to oral reading;
now the term has taken on an expanded
definition.
Readers must be able to decode
words quickly and accurately so
that this process can coordinate
fluidly with the process of
constructing the meaning of the
text (Becoming a Nation of
Readers, 1985).
Current research indicates that
poor readers are usually not aware of
their failure to understand print. In one
metacognitive research study, students

were asked to identify contrived errors
embedded in written text. Good readers
detected more errors, as they were less
confused by the body of the text than
the poor readers (Offutt, 1985).
Remember when you were
learning to drive a car? You got in the
car and mentally reviewed "key in

ignition, turn key, press on gas pedal, put
in reverse and slowly back out of
driveway." Now an experienced driver,
you get in your car and automatically
drive to work, thinking about anything
but the mechanics of driving.
For skillful experienced drivers
operating a car becomes automatic.
According to automaticity theory, a
fluent reader decodes text automatically
- that is, without consciously attending
to the decoding process - thus leaving
the mind free to focus on com prehension rather than word recognition
(Samuels, 1979). When reading becomes
automatic, the reader no longer gets
bogged down with individual words.
Recently, I tutored Sam, an eighth
grade student in history. Sam is a
learning disabled youngster with
normal intelligence who was failing
history. His reading of text was so poor
that he was not able to take the tests in
the history class where he was mainstreamed. Instead, his resource room
teacher would read him the test.
At our first tutoring session we
discussed how his reading problem
made it difficult for him to understand
the text. We identified the different
parts of the text and the terms that he
had to remember. I suggested we read
the chapter and write down the terms
on 3x5 cards with the term on one side
and the definition on the other. We read
the terms and definitions taking five
cards at a time, then five more,
reviewing the previous cards. Sam
studied the cards each night and on

Friday took an objective test. Using this
method Sam's final grade was a B. The
most rewarding factor for him was that
he no longer needed to have the test
read to him. His reading became
automatic because of the repeated
reading of the note cards.
By using the study cards his
reading became active for the purpose
of remembering. According to Baker
and Brown (1984), the choice of
metacognitive strategies will vary
depending on whether the goal is to
read for meaning (comprehension) or
for remembering (studying).
A reader who uses metacognitive
skills is an active rather than a passive
reader. The passive reader thinks that in
order to remember what is read he
needs to concentrate or spend more
time reading. The active reader attends,
takes notes, writes a glossary, makes
annotations in the margin or does
something to organize the text structure
for meaning and remembering. The
active reader takes control of the
interaction with the text regardless of its
format.
An important part of metacognition is that the reader knows when
he has failed to understand the print.
When this happens, the reader does not
have to be 'stymied', but he can use
prior knowledge and background
experiences to aid his understanding.
Meaning is constructed as the reader
links what he reads to what he already
knows.
For example, the student who
reads "the snow was black,"
immediately recognizes a discrepancy
between the print and what he knows
about snow. The mental structures that
store knowledge about white snow in
memory is call SCHEMATA. The
student's memory of past experiences
says that snow is white.

Here is another example:
The house turned to water because the
fire got too hot.
It is difficult to construct meaning
from this sentence. Houses don't melt,
they burn. However, if you knew this
came from a text about Eskimos or if
accompanied by a picture of an igloo,
the reader could easily fit the melting
ice into his previous experience found
in the memory (schema).
Building background is important
prior to making reading assignments.
Linking prior experience and new
information in a brief interesting
manner is required for understanding.
It is also important for teachers to be
explicit about the purposes of
instruction. When brainstorming,
mapping or categorizing, tell students
that when we activate prior knowledge
we will understand and remember the
concepts in an organized manner.
There are many aspects of prior
knowledge from which the reader can
draw. Some of our prior know ledge
deals with what we know about the
world - the reality we have experienced.
We also have prior knowledge about
the various forms of text or print which
we have read. Print comes in many
more forms than most readers have
experienced. In fact, in the elementary
grades the emphasis is on narrative
writing, with a small amount of
informational text and poetry intermixed.
Many of the strategies used to
promote comprehension will also
promote comprehension monitoring.
When a teacher delineates for students
the hierarchial relationships among
ideas, students begin to recognize the
different types of text structure
common to their subject matter texts.
Teachers may cue students to rely on
signal words such as "however",
"although" (comparison/ conlrast text

structure), or "therefore", "consequently", and "as a result" (cause/effect
structure) (Vacca, 1981).
Students can be made aware that
textbook writers often ignore certain
principles of good writing and fail to
signal the reader explicitly as to how
the text is organized; then we say the
text is inconsiderate (Armbruster &
Anderson, 1981). Inconsiderate texts
make comprehension more difficult.
Metacognition and Instruction
Just as the batting coach models
the stance and the swing of a batter, a
classroom teacher can model metacognitive strategies. The following are
two suggested instructional activities: 1)
Select a passage from a textbook that
evidences problems in comprehending.
Talk about what is going on in your
mind, as you attempt to make sense of
the print. Describe your mental
processes of predicting, confirming,
rereading for clarity, asking questions,
linking to something else you have
read, etc. This activity can be gradually
released to students by allowing them
to practice with a partner or in small
groups. 2) Provide practice for students
to reflect and evaluate what they have
read. Ask what they have learned, what
would they still like to know about the
topic and how might they acquire more
information. Students could respond
orally or perhaps write in a journal or
on an evaluation sheet.
Research indicates that through
instruction students can be taught to
know when comprehension has failed
and what to do about it (Brown, 1982).
As students incorporate some of these
strategies into other reading tasks, they
show they have become more actively
involved in the reading process. They
know they have a variety of options
and know when and where to use them.
In conclusion, metacognition

requires knowledge about the text one
is to read and knowledge about the
monitoring strategies necessary to
complete the task successfully.
Students' ability and awareness of
applying metacognitive strategies differ
between the good and poor readers.
Good readers naturally apply some of
these strategies and poor readers can
improve their comprehension through
explicit instruction of metacognitive
strategies.
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